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The average stream relief as an extension of

the Horton-Strahler stream ordering system ap

pears logical. Equating average stream relief

Hu with the product of stream length Lu and

stream slope Su, each of which is related to

stream order U, implies that Hu should also be

related to stream order.

The development of equation 8 from equation

4 is not clear to me. If it is assumed that equa

tion 8 is correct, it presents an estimate of the

average stream relief for any stream order if

the relief is known for a first order stream.

Fok defines the ratio of average relief Rh as

Rh = Hc/Hci, where U is the stream order.

He then states in equation 8 that the average

.stream relief, with stream V of any given order

in the basin, is Hu = //, Rhv'\ Written in

slightly different form, the equation is

«• -
If //,,- > He.i, then solving for the specific

case where U = 2 gives

Then //, > Hx, which is contrary to the

original inequality. Likewise if Hv < //r.i, then

solving for the specific case where U = 2 gives

"■ - »■(£)"

The equation will satisfy the specified condi

tions if either of two modifications is made.

Either the ratio Rh can be inverted or the

negative exponent can be used for the term.

Mathematically the two modifications accom

plish the same objective. Thus equation S would

be written as

Then //, < //,, and the equation again fails to

satisfy the specified conditions.

if Rh is left (as defined by the author) as the

ratio of the average relief of order U to that

of the next higher order C + 1,

Modifying equation 8 also requires changes

in equations 9 and 10. Tlie.se modifications do

not affect the remainder of the paper because,

although introduced, they arc apparently not

used subsequently to develop the information

presented in Table 1.

Although the author implies that the six em

pirical constants of the three equations pre

sented in Tab'e 1 were determined independ

ently, this fact is unclear because the values in

the table also satisfy equations 6 and 7. Inclu

sion of the correlation coefficient for each equa

tion in addition to the standard error of esti

mate would be most helpful and enlightening

when regression equations are used as they ap

parently were in Table 1.
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